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have heard the story of people wanting to get out of
the “Fake” corporate ladder climbing
game I would now
be able to buy myself
Many people believe a brand new Ferrari
that there has to be with cash).
many factors in their
favour and things 4: You have to see X
they have to do be- amount of prospects
fore they can have and leads to find your
Verses clossuccess in business sales
and life, some exam- ing Verses customer
wastage ratios.
ples:
Hi and welcome to
our 1st Edition of
2018. “Discover how
to set the stage for
your success in 2018
and beyond.”

people who primari- Plus the many hunly only want you to dreds or even thoubuy from them.
sands more
ideas,
possibilities and vari7: Pay for and run ables, which
cloud
expensive TV, News- the skyline on the
paper or Radio Ad- subject of success
verts.
and sales territory.

8: Spend a $ fortune
driving traffic to your
website with pay per
click advertising etc.
and ‘hope’ that the
visitors will convert.
The average conversion on web sites is
1: It has to be the 5: Study and apply approximately
400
right time of year, many books written visitors to 1 - 2 sales.
Christmas,
Easter, on success.
Thanks Giving, End
Of Year Tax Time 5: Try to apply the
same expensive shotetc.
gun method that
corporations
2: Before they like large
me I must always who have huge advertising budgets use
smile :-).
of putting out hun3: Working your way dreds of thousands of
up the corporate lad- pamphlets and flyers
der by trying, pre- every week hoping to
tending or having to get 1 - 2% return on
be nice to everyone their investment.
so you can get a promotion knowing that 6: Join lots of clubs
everyone else is do- or networking meeting exactly the same ings on and offline
and spend lots of time
thing.
( If I got paid a dol- and money on buildlar for every time I ing relationships with

Instead of going
through all of those
sometimes necessary
things all based on
only a hope that one
or any other method
will work. A person
interested in having success in their
chosen field of ex-

pertise needs first to
have a crystal clear
breakthrough and a
complete stable paradigm shift in their
doingness and ‘thinkingness’. You may
be asking what do I
mean by that?

or in any other year
if they keep on going
with the exact same
thinking and the exact
same ‘doing’ actions
that they are currently
thinking and doing.
See the picture below to get the idea on
keep on doing things
This is what I mean. the same way and see
If a person is not what happens. Article
having success or is continued on page 7 .
struggling in
their
current business or
life situation they are
not going to succeed
in that business or
life situation in 2018
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Stop Wasting Your Time Trying
To Find Your Purpose
By Suzette Vearnon

less lazy miscreant
unless you are in hot
pursuit of your purpose. You aren’t.

serving its truest purTake a moment to re- pose.
flect on the miracle
of your being. That I can see the dots beyou are that one fer- ing connected. Yeah,
tilized egg that made you’re getting it. The
it through everything only way you’ll be
that threatened to end purposeful in your
its existence both in life, in your work, in
utero and in this cold love is to plug into
cruel world. You sur- your power source.
vived the unthink- So instead of seekable.
ing to know your purpose, seek your Power
You
are even in Source. Once you do
awe! So let me ask that, you can’t help
you, do you think that but fulfill your purpurpose would have pose.
kept you alive if it
was going to allow Do you need help in
you miss it?
finding your Power
Source? I can help. To
With that said, I have connect with me, conthe most important tact me at
question. Are you
ready to hear the un- http://www.suzettesolutions.
com.
complicated truth?

Trying to find your
purpose is a waste of
time! It is! I know
that what I’m saying
goes against what
you have been told.
Gosh, I hope it does.
For to try to find purpose is a lesson in
futility. You know
why? Because you already have purpose.
You would not exist

if you didn’t.

Now if you, like me,
grew up in an environment where you
had to earn everything in life or earn
your way to God,
Buddha or whatever
your spiritual connection is, the simple
is not respected.

Think about it. Out of
all the millions and
millions of sperm after one tiny egg, one,
I repeat one, got the
job done. It was purposed to fertilize that
one egg and voila,
here you are. It’s that
simple.
We are the ones who
tend to make things
Unplug From Hard very complicated for

Plug Into Simple
Marrianne Williamson said it. “We are
all lamps,” she said in
her 2015 Super Soul
Session speech. Different sizes, different colors, different
shapes, yes, but still
lamps. In order for
the lamp to serve the
purpose for which it
ourselves. We attract was made, it has to
difficulty. And though plug into something:
we complain, on a Electricity.
subconscious level,
we
don’t respect Electricity is its Powwhat isn’t hard to at- er Source. When it
plugs into its power
tain.
source, it radiates the
For just a moment, reason why it was
however, I want you created. It radiates
to unplug from that light. When it isn’t
kind of thinking. Un- plugged in, though it
plug from the belief might be aesthetically
that you are a shift- pleasing, it isn’t

There, you’re sure
to find a solution
that will help you to
discover your Inner
Power Source. If not,
contact me directly
for a complimentary
consultation.
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Suzette_
Vearnon/2456229
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What The World Needs Now Is
Givers & Healers
© Derek White December 2017

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/about
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Stage For Your Success In 2018
By Derek White Editor © January 2018

Article
continued ly at 7-8pm at night.
They also have sevfrom page 3.
eral coffee or teas a
They need to have a day with sugar. They
complete and Stable have snacks in beParadigm Shift, a to- tween each meal and
tal departure from the join in with every
previous thinking and one’s birthdays and
doing and completely office parties etc. beextract
themselves cause they feel if
from their previous they don’t people
thinking and doing will think badly of
and replace that old them.
system with an all
new thinking and all They do try to lose
new doing.
weight by going for
short 15 - 30 minute
Some very simple walks 2 - 3 times a
examples so you can week but the rest of
think with and under- the day they either
stand what I am say- sit at a desk working.
ing and or driving,
or watching TV at
Example of a person home in their lounge
having a Paradigm room. Do you think in
Shift: A person is try- this common example
ing to lose weight.
the person has any remote chance of los1: They have 3 calo- ing weight?
rie and carbohydrate
rich meals a day and 2: A business examthe last one is usual- ple: A sports shop

tomer “I’m very sorry
but we are out of stock
of those $35 Nike
trainers and the next
batch won’t be in for
another 2 months.”
The sales person / live
chat then proceeds to
put the customer off
from buying the $75
pair of trainers which
look cheap and nasty
and then tries to sell
the person on the
$150 pair because of
whatever reason they
They have come in to make up.
the shop or visited the
website from a flyer 1st: The customer is
in their letterbox say- upset that they did
ing that a pair of good not get the $35 Nike
quality Nike Trainers trainers that they reare $35 specially re- ally wanted to go out
duced from $100. The running to lose their
store / website does weight and ended up
not have the $35 pair leaving the store / live
on display but only chat website with no
has other $75 - $150 trainers and promtrainers on display.
ising to themselves
to never go back
SHOP/
The sales person / Live to THAT
EVER
Chat says to the cus- WEBSITE
is selling sports gear
and clothing on and
off-line. They have a
website that matches
up with the look and
feel of their store.
When people walk
into their store or
visit their website the
first thing they notice is that many of
the goods are fairly
expensive and don’t
look like they are
very good quality.

AGAIN!
Do you think that
if the shop owner
changes nothing from
that example that he
or she has any real
chance of success?
Plus the Owner is
also completely unaware that the unhappy customer has just
gone and told their
other sporty friends
not to go to that shop
/ website because they
are over priced, are
poor quality and don’t
carry the stock they
advertised.

these two examples
to pretty much any
business or life situation. Because if a
person or business is
not getting the results
they want and they
refuse to change and
do absolutely nothing
to bring about a Stable Paradigm Shift
either in their thinking
or actions they will
never, ever get the
results they are looking for.

However, if they do
want to have success,
here are the things
and Stable Paradigm
Shift they need to do
Now, if the sports and have...
shop owner chang- Article continued on
es nothing and has page...18.
no Stable Paradigm
Shift in their thinking or doingness do
you think he or she
has much chance of
having success?
You can cross relate
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Everything Is
Pain
Connected, So
If One Thing
Is Out Of
Alignment,
It Could
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Quote Of The Week!

see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.
“Success will only start appearing in your life once
you have had your very own, complete and Very Stable
Paradigm Shift And Then Start Constantly Thinking
About And Constantly Doing The Things
That Will Actually Bring You Success”
© Derek White December 2017

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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How To Use E.Books As A

Leveraged Sales Position

By David L. Feinstein

E. =

ING

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

As One of the best
ways to leveraged
sales for any business
is to offer additional
products that solves an
immediate issue.

ate leveraged sales
and help you gain financial momentum.
In fact, they help you
during an off season
so much that you may
generate more attenMany consumers to- tion with them.
day require satisfaction of knowledge They should be an
before
committing enabler for your opto any offering. Like portunity, not a reany relationship, you placement. You can
wouldn’t offer your always rework your
deepest secret. You opportunity later on.
would
share some
specific knowledge, eBooks are very flexbut
nothing that ible in terms of conwould be too sensi- tent format. You can
tive.
create work books
that complement the
This is where you main material. They
can devote time to should always point
consumable
goods. to your main product
Small goods build re- or the next one above.
lationships
without Thus, creating a pipeasking for the big “I line that is easy to
do”. Think of eBooks measure and to mainas an hors d’oeuvres tain.
before the big meal.
Your leveraged sales
eBooks in a leveraged position with eBooks
sales environment.
is as effective as your
Your eBooks can cre- promotion
strategy

and distribution networks. This means
your promotion efforts and the channels
you use have to be in
sync. You will need to
promote your eBooks
often, more often than

a week. This means
your leveraged sales
offer needs to be in
front of your audience three times a
week.
Decreased

why a leveraged sales
position
is important. Over time your
overhead costs will
decrease but won’t totally disappear. Lower costs mean higher
overhead profits for you. Please
don’t think you’re
stuck with eBooks either, you’re not.
Whatever you decide to offer, you are
opening a new door
for your prospects.
Just like Starbucks
offering tea, it is another way to slash at
your overhead while
generating revenue.

your opportunity.

with leveraged sales.

It may sound confusing but it’s not. If you
promote your opportunity once or twice

While
small sales
don’t
seem
like
much, they can add
up quickly. This is

Your leveraged sales
position may change
over time. This is because the market is
changing and so will
your offering. There
are plenty of ways to
lower your costs and
still attract people to
your opportunity. In
other posts, we will
explore more intro the

world of leveraged
sales.
About The Author
David L. Feinstein,
noted business coach
and home business
entrepreneur, is the
author of various articles and books that
help to empower individuals.
To get the real innovative marketing
knowledge and training, so you can be at
the cutting edge of
using technology to
build your internet network marketing business correctly, visit;
http://www.DavidLFeinstein.com
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/David_L._
Feinstein/123336
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Working Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealth-for-the-workers/
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Changing Rain Into
Rainbows
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

Before going to Vermont this summer, I
imagined myself bike
riding through treelined paths nestled in
the lush green countryside with the sun
glistening on my face.

in the pelting rain.
Despite soaked denim shorts plastered to
my body and droplets
dripping from my eyelashes, I enjoyed the
quaint covered bridges, breath-taking scenery and fresh, cleansWith no cell phones, ing scent of the rain
internet or TV to dis- coming down.
turb the stillness, here
was the opportunity to Yes, I was living in
be present in the glo- the now and savoring
rious natural moment. every moment. You
I, however, was not to see, living my joy deexperience the warm spite outer conditions
sun on my face or the is not just something
lush green countryside I should do, but somein the way I had imag- thing that I practice
ined.
every chance I get.
Instead, on the day set
aside for bike riding,
the skies opened up
in a downpour. I had a
choice. I could ride in
the rain or forego that
picturesque adventure
in the woods.

The key word here
is practice. Because
when joy seems to
evaporate --whether
it’s from a financial
crisis, a relationship
ending, a
medical
diagnosis or loss of a
loved one, that’s the
Rather than let the time many of us
rain dampen my joy, I forget our spiritual
chose to ride 11 miles practice of positive

prayer and meditation what we are thinking,
or become too over- and our thoughts act
whelmed to do it.
like a magnet attracting what we focus on.
When this occurs,
and it happens to most By taking a gentle apof us, remember to be proach with ourselves
gentle with yourself and others, even when
and with other peo- our thoughts run astray,
ple.
we simply cannot be
It’s hard to be gentle angry at our spouse,
with ourselves when our boss, our governwe are moving at ment or the rain.
breakneck speed, being bombarded with Spiritual living culinformation overload tivates that gentleand multi-tasking.
ness and awakens us
to the joy of living.
Yet, if we can sim- Now, we come to unplify our lives and derstand that we truly
savor the present mo- are God in action. As
ment just the way it is, such, we open to our
we naturally cultivate individual joy and
compassion, empathy, something goes into
light and love.
action to transform the
world.
Finding someone else
to blame for lack of Rainy
Days and
joy is a facade that re- Downpours
Don’t
lieves us of responsi- Have to Get You
bility for our thoughts, Down
feelings and emotions. If the rain is pourHowever, we are al- ing down on you, reways responsible for member that you see

the rainbow after the
rain. Remind yourself
to practice patience
while the rain passes
as it certainly will.
Often when we are in
painful situations, we
get distracted by the
outer sensory world
or world of conditions and feel like
we’ve lost our connection with God.
A good way to remember that you are
never disconnected to
your Source is to consider that when a rainbow appears, the sun
is behind you and the
rain in front of you.

our Source that never
left us and will never
leave us.
When experiencing a
rainy season in your
life, you have an opportunity to re-capture
joy because, like the
sun, it was not gone
even though it may
have been clouded
over for a while.
This is the time not
to stop your spiritual
practice of positive
prayer and meditation, but to continue
it knowing you can
change your consciousness and come
back to joy.

All you have to do Article continued on
is shift your position page...17.
to see the sun, which
never left in the first
place.
Likewise, in moments
of fear and panic, we
can shift our consciousness and see
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Where Is Your Pathway
Taking You?

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/the-green-body-cleanse.html
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Please Get Behind A Great Cause

Please Get
Behind A
Great Cause

jured, abused and
surrendered animals,
and investigates over
58,000 complaints of
animal cruelty and
neglect. With less
Each year, the RSP- than 3% of the RSPCA cares for around CA’s funding received
127,000
stray, in- from governments.

The RSPCA relies
heavily on the wonderful support of the
community to continue to care for animals
in need.
Supporting
Happy
Tails is easy and
gives everyone the

chance to get tails in your workplace, RSPCA care for aniwagging!
school or community. mals, just like our heroes Beau, Hamish,
You can get involved Please go to http:// Teddy and Elsie.
by purchasing mer- www.rspca.org.au/
chandise or by join- happy-tails-day/
ing our team of individual fundraisers To donate. Funds
selling Happy Tails raised will help the

http://www.rspca.org.au/happy-tails-day/
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Changing Rain Into
Rainbows
By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

Article continued
from page 12.
Go For The Gold
The stress of daily living and forsaking spiritual practice, such as
prayer and meditation,
clouds our ability to
be gentle, loving and
joyous.
When we alleviate
stress through our
spiritual practice and
practice the joy of living in the present moment, we peel back
the layers of frustration and anger, and the
purity of natural bliss
remains and flows
from us to others.

In this way we rise
through the modes of
action from Drama
Dance to living in Infinite Bliss.
Whether it’s drizzling
or pouring, our light is
not extinguished from
a little rain (although
it may flicker from
time to time) rather the
rain is like watering
a plant, nourishing it
and making it stronger and more beautiful
with growth.
Some of our greatest
teachers and masters
from all spiritual traditions have experienced downpours and

emerged enlightened
with a deepened ability to transform lives
through their example.
Even today, they continue to aide humanity and charge us with
love and light whenever we make the
call.

This is how to see the
sun that is ever-present
much like a pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow which represents
joy.
For me, this brings
to mind the question,
“How did the pot of
gold get there in the
first place?” One ancient legend says that
angels put that pot of
gold there. But there’s
a catch. Only a man
not wearing clothing
could obtain the gift.

When the rain comes,
rather than dwelling on it or worrying
about the outer conditions, remember to
shift your position in
consciousness. This Well, that little glitch
is how to change the won’t stop me from
rain into rainbows.
claiming the gift of
joy. I’m going for the

gold no matter what
my gender or the dress
code. And, yes, I plan
to be in full attire
when I get there.

the lives of thousands
of people around the
world.
For more about the author’s books and classes and for free gifts
Barbara Gulbranson such as downloads,
is a spiritual coach, book study guides and
author, speaker, New newsletters, visit
Thought minister and
founder of Live Your http://www.liveyourjoy.
Joy Institute. Her org
critically acclaimed
books, Live Your Joy: Article Source: http://
How to Awaken From EzineArticles.com/
Spiritual
Slumber,” expert/Dr._Barbara_
Gulbranson/281422
and
How to Attract Your
Soul Mate:
The Secrets of Lasting
Love,” are changing
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Article
continued that cannot take feed- between
feedback
from page...7.
back and you get eas- and criticism.
ily offended or upset The reason for that is
So if you want a when someone tells that the differencchange for the better you your product, at- es between the two
in your personal, ca- titude, manners, per- words when you get
reer or business life the sonality, service, do- down to it are very
first thing you have to ingness etc. is not up similar in nature.
do is to have a com- to their liking then
plete and Stable Par- you are going to have Here is feedback
adigm Shift in your a very hard, rough defined:
informathinking and actions
for yourself in general. Why? Because if
your life is not going
as well as you want it
Feedback
to, guess what? NothFeedback
ing is going to change
unless you change.
Feedback
Feedback
You have to first take
a complete step back
from whatever situation that is not going
well and see what is
it that you are doing
or failing to do that is
creating that situation.
After you have analyzed, looked at and
taken in all the feedback both good and bad
you can get a clearer
picture. By the way,
if you are someone

time in life and business.
So far in 57 years of
life I have found that
people in general
have a very hard time
seeing the difference

tion about reactions
to a product, a person’s performance of
a task, etc. which is
used as a basis for
improvement.

Example: If you are
in a public service
position you have to
look neat and tidy at
all times. If you show
up for work in an unironed shirt, your supervisor may say:
“Please come in to
work tomorrow with
an ironed shirt.”

Feedback

Feedback
Feedback

government’s failure
to consult adequately”.
As you can see and
many people would
argue that the difference between Feedback and Criticism
are obvious.
But I suggest that if
they are so obviously
different why is there
such an endless confusion and arguments
created when feedback is given but it is
taken as criticism or
visa versa?
Part of the problem
comes down to Semantics, tone of voice
and facial expressions.

completely incapable
of taking any feedback? This is why we
have wars.
If you do not become
an absolute master of
your tone of voice,
facial
expressions
and the words which
you use when giving feedback it very
well could be taken as
criticism and you will
go straight from the
frying pan and into
the fire as the saying
goes.
So let’s continue and
further discover how
to set the stage for
your success in 2018
and beyond.

1st. You have to very
Semantics
defined: carefully define your
The meaning or an exact target market.
interpretation of the
meaning of a word, Article continued on
Criticise defined: in- sign, sentence, etc.:
page...23.
dicate the faults of Let’s not argue about
(someone or some- semantics.
thing) in a disapproving way. “the oppo- But what do you do
sition criticized the pray tell if a person is
Page 18
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For Only AU$37.00!! Go To

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/our-shop/
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Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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It’s hard for shy
cats to stand out in
the crowd, but they
make wonderfully
undemanding companions. Shy cats
truly appreciate the
luxury of a quieter
home, and a cosy spot
to curl up in. And a
little time, patience
and love goes such a
long way.

their more affection- efits - lower levels
ate side once they’ve of stress and anxisettled in.
ety, reduced risk of
heart disease, lower
What sort of homes blood pressure, imare needed?
proved mood, and
help with loneliness
• Quiet, calm envi- and depression. Not
ronment.
to mention the incredible feeling that
• Lots of patience comes from knowand understanding. It ing you’ve saved a
can take longer for a life.
shy cat to settle into a
new home.
Help a shy cat, save
a life, support your
To become a carer local cat rescue, and
for a shy cat, it costs enjoy all the positive
just $25. These cats health benefits of pet
are desexed, vacci- companionship!
nated, wormed and
flea treated, with To find a shy cat that
the $25 program fee needs your help, get
going direct to the in touch with Caren
rescue group to help at shycats@petrescover their vet bills. cue.org.au.

Shy cats tend to stay
in rescue care for a
long time, which puts
pressure on resources, and limits how
many other incoming
cats and kittens can
be saved. That’s why
we’re looking for
senior citizens who
are willing to offer
long-term or permanent care to shy cats
in need.
And you can rest
assured that, should
If you’re a special your circumstances
kind
of
person ever change the cat
who’s
willing to will return to the
open your heart and care of the rescue
your home to a shy group.
cat, you’ll find it’s
such a rewarding Pet
companionexperience, as plen- ship has been linked
ty of shy cats show with so many ben-
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Continued from page Find out where they
18.
hang out, offline and
online and
what
2: Don’t be in a mad magazines, newspatearing
rush. You pers they read, vidwill miss things and eos, blogs they watch,
make mistakes. In- places etc. they hang
stead take time and around or watch on a
carefully define your regular basis.
exact target market.
How do they think,
In business this might what exact problems
or might not make are they trying to
sense and in personal solve, what’s their
relationships it might biggest pain or frusat first sound a bit or tration that they are
very weird but bear just itching to solve
with me and you will that keeps them up at
understand on both night? What things
counts.
interest them the
most?
Have you ever had
a conversation with Once you have done
someone on a sub- your research and
ject you feel very in- found the answers to
terested in and pas- these types of quessionate about but the tions you will have
other person is yawn- your
exact taring, disinterested and get markets and will
generally you can tell be able to find them
they are not paying and engage them in
any attention to what a meaningful interyou are saying?
esting conversation
where they are just
Well whether it is a as interested and pasbusiness or personal sionate about the subrelationship conver- ject as you are.
sation, the outcome
will be the same. a) You
should also
No sale or b) polite whilst doing this reor non-polite words search
find really
and gestures to the ef- good solutions that
fect that the person is solve your target
saying ‘good bye’ and market problems.
doesn’t want to talk
to you anymore.
And again whilst you
are doing
this reWhat a total waste of search and developtime and energy.
ment you will hopefully become the
To solve this problem expert in the subject
you have to take and make a point of
some
steps back- becoming the “GO
wards and do your TO” person in that
own complete due field.
diligence and research on who makes All
of this might
up your exact target sound painfully slow
market.
and a waste of time

but believe me if you
go at this the wrong
way you will waste
a lot more time and
money than doing it
this way.
This will work in
both
personal and
business
relationships.
Imagine this, you
are looking for a girlfriend or boyfriend
and possible future
life partner/ husband
/ wife.
Question? Would you
sooner spend your life
with someone with
similar tastes, interests, passions etc, or
spend your life with
someone who has no
interest in anything
you are interested in
and every conversation you have is boring, forced, disinterested and you both
cannot wait to get
out and away from
each other?
The same realities
and questions apply to business. You
be the judge, which

scenario do you think
would be the best
outcome for you?
3: Be Very Disciplined.
There is not a single
successful
person
alive or
who has
lived in another part
of history in any
field or endeavour
who has not had as
part of their success
a very good or very
strong discipline in
doing their daily activities.
If you are going to
lose weight, win a
race or competition,
find the love of your
life, get
married,
achieve ‘highest ever’
sales, become the
next Anthony Robins,
become the Manager,
or CEO of a major
Corporation, become
a Millionaire, Billionaire, Prime Minister
or President. No matter what your goal or
purpose is to achieve
you will have to have
a very strong daily
set of disciplines to
reach your goal or target.

4: Give In Abundance.
To answer your reactions to giving in
abundance let me ask
you some questions.
What is your personal reaction to misers, skinflints, tight
asses, rip off merchants? When you go
to get lunch or dinner,
buy products or services do you not care
about what you are
given?
Everywhere we go
we are always subconsciously looking
for and judging on
what we are getting
in return. It’s human
nature. It does not
matter whether you
are just getting by
or whether you are a
Millionaire or Billionaire. We are all very
aware of what we get
in return.

When we get back
in abundance from
someone we tend to
think very highly of
that person or establishment, don’t we?
We also tend to go
back to that person or
place because we like
the abundance we get
in return.
Will your relationships whether personal or business be
hindered by having a
tight ass, hold on to
as much as you can,
skin flint, selfish and
charge ‘as much as
you can’ mentality
and struggle to exist?
Or will your relationships be full of giving
and abundance where
people like being
around you and coming back for more of
what you give?

Read on for the last 3
powerful ways to set
On the other hand the stage for your sucwhat do we think cess...
when someone is
very generous with Article continued on
us whether in time, page... 30.
money or goods in
return for our money.
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Do You Want To Create
Money On Demand?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

• How to build a
million dollar web
business from scratch
even if you don’t
have a product, mail• The 16 ways to use ing list or idea.
webinars to finance
your entrepreneurial • How we took ranseminar atlifestyle,
allowing dom
you to focus on the tendees and helped
them generate $2,000
things you love.
- $22,000 in 90 minIn this book below
which you can buy
from Amazon you
will discover:

• The easiest and
fastest ways to get
other people to promote your products
and services online
so you don’t have to,
and why you’ll never
• Why you don’t have a lead generation
need to create a or traffic generation
product before it ac- problem.
Steven Essa spent 13
tually sells
years as a profession( but get paid first ).
utes or less.
• How to automate
your
entire sales
process so you have
more time to live
your dream life.

al musician before
pursuing his goal of
financial freedom by
tapping into the power of the web, setting
up and running automated webinar campaigns that generated
over $120,000 in just
90 minutes.

ly free ( from over
1/2 a million in debt )
by building a fully automated business that
leaves him time to do
whatever he wants.

He became financialOriginally
from
Greece, Corinna Essa
worked in the television industry before
she learned how to
leverage the internet to create her own
economy. She now
owns a seven figure digital marketing
agency, where 80% of
the sales come from
webinars.

Today Steven and
Corinna travel around
the world
sharing
their Money-On-Demand system with
thousands of people.
Their proven system
has been responsible
for generating $50
million + in sales for
clients and their own
businesses.

https://www.amazon.com/Money-DemandFastest-Becoming-Millionaire-ebook/dp/
B01N80UZ3E/ref=la_B01N3D2PS7_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1500890714&sr=1-1
Only $11,97 Paperback
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Why Make It Hard On Yourself
Trying To Get To The Top?

Mortgage
Debts
Car Debts
Student
Debts
ETC...
And Instead Use
The Advice Of
Archimedes?

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

Wealth For The Workers Is Using Archimedes
Brilliance To Help Heal The World

Knowledge = Wealth

Go To: https://youtu.be/VF6tkFagf2o
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Learn The Secrets Of Success- Magnify Your
Thinking Patterns And Achieve Everything
You’ve Always Wanted
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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But Remember Success Is A Journey
Not A Destination. Enjoy
The Journey.

Continued from
page...23.
4: Get Agreement.
This is the most fundamental and basic
part of the missing
puzzle of success.
Without it you will
have failure in every
endeavour you try to
do.

ship for it to work
you must have as
your basic operating
basis of getting a
genuine agreement.

So every question you
ask, every presentation you make must
be made or asked
in such away where
you will get a series
of “Yes” answers
from the person you
There are many ways are seeking to have
to get agreement. agreement with.
Some are good, some
are bad, some deceit- Otherwise you will
ful, and some are get the common reaction to a sale or prodownright illegal.
posal, “Refusal, ReFor real success you jection and Buyers
must be very honest Remorse”. It hapand very decent. If pens in both busiyou don’t somewhere ness and personal
along the line it will relationships.
backfire on you.
If you do not deliver
When you are ap- what you have adproaching a personal, vertised or promoted
or business relation- whether you are sell-

ing a $300,000 Ferrari or whether you
are wanting to have
that girl or that guy
as your girlfriend or
boyfriend or wife or
husband you must get
a genuine agreement
and commitment.
How do you do this?

remorse’ on you and
backing out, then this
is one of the 6 ways to
set the stage for your
success in 2018 and
beyond.

No 6 Have A Very
Unique And Very
Irresistible Offer
that the person
You must research just cannot refuse
and find out what are or say no to.
the interests and desires of that person in As I said before we
that situation. Then are all human and
you must create a se- creatures of habit.
ries of questions, ben- When we know we
efits and outcomes are getting what we
that you know that want at a great price,
the person concerned we know we are getwill say yes to when ting abundance then
asked.
we are in agreement
with whatever is on
Once you get a whole offer.
series of ‘yeses’ in a
row and you are con- But the thing that tips
fident that you can us over the edge of
deliver so you don’t any doubts or buyers
end up with the per- remorse is to be given
son running ‘buyers a Totally Unique and

very
irresistible get the same or simioffer that we just lar thing from somewhere else you must
cannot say no to.
be prepared to close
On this one for it to the sale right then and
work for you in your there.
particular
situation
you have to sit down The reason for this is
with what you have as above. Once the
to offer and decide person leaves your
what it is that you can “Shop Front” they
offer that will ethically leave your shop front
and non deceptively and get bombarded
let the person know with more offers and
that you are the real more distractions.
deal and that it is very
beneficial for them to Well I hope this artibuy from you, follow cle has been of benefit
to you in some way
you or be with you.
and that it can help
And finally number you have success in
7 You must close 2018 and beyond.
the sale or decision Kind regards
Derek White Editor
then and there.
Because there is so
much competition and
so many distractions
in the world today
from so many sources where people can
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